Japanese Shelter Koshikake Yokaze

It is essential to realize that our product differs sharply from the constructions the competition has to offer. We offer our customers unique design and custom-built construction, using traditional materials and solutions. Our standard is the highest quality and the most delicate possible finish, which makes our buildings stand out in uniqueness and durability. We use only the very best materials like Western Red Cedar and Oregon Pine. Thanks to the uncompromising craftsmanship and choice of materials, we are talking about real sustainability, great value, and an excellent investment of your money.

Measurements
The footprint between the main posts is 1700 x 2800 mm. The height, ground plane to main beam is 1900 mm. The size of the roof plane is 4000 x 3000 mm. The total height of the Koskikake is 2650 mm. Other dimensions and configurations are possible. The rear and left walls are made of a solid weatherproof sheet material (Trespa). The Japanese Shelter Koshikake can be executed with Western Red Cedar planks or Cedar shingles. Traditional Japanese ceramic tiles are optional. The Japanese Shelter Koshikake is mounted on specialized adjustable carbon enforced steel connectors and granite footings.

Pricing
The Japanese Shelter Koshikake executed in Western Red Cedar starts as a kit at 13.500,00. The cost of the foundation will be around 1.250,00. Assembly will take about three days with two workers. Think of 2.000,00. Traditional ceramic Japanese roof tiles will be an extra cost of 2.000,00.

Build your own
For people who would like to build the Japanese Shelter Koshikake themselves, we also provide documentation in the form of a plan, parts list, and description. Prices depend strongly on the final design, measurements, and configuration. Please note that we only can offer an exact quotation after a clear briefing and the production of necessary technical drawings. All prices are in euro and include VAT. Transport will be calculated per case.

We are aware this writing provides minimal information. In case you have additional questions, please feel free to contact us so we can offer appropriate, in-depth information. We would be pleased to set an appointment with you to meet, visit your location, and discuss your requirements and wishes.

More information


Brochure:
https://yokosojapanesegardens.com/resources/brochure/yokoso-japanese-gardens-brochure.html

Sincerely,
Ton Magielsen,
Architecture & Design
Yokoso Japanese Gardens